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For Whitney, my quality control



I’m in these poems
because I’m in my life.
But I digress.
  —William Matthews



Part I
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Friends

Spooning the dog under the dining table
it occurs to me
that I have not spoken a word all day,
or, for that matter, a better part of June.

I go to a club. They play a little Toots
and the couch leather stays cool,
but at the hour of darkness
tequila triples in price.

My best friend is born again
and promises my damnation with hands held high.
Good heart, bad heart,
Christ will ask no questions.

I tell my wife as she rosins her bow,
You’re my new best friend.
She says my headlamp is unnecessary.
Just be ready to turn the page.
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Those Early Weddings

The band on break was no excuse
to miss the cake-cutting
and the blindfolded crawl
up the bride’s gartered thigh,

while we drank martinis served dirty
and ogled a man who tip-tapped
across the hotel lobby
with two leggy hookers stitched in silk.

Plug pulled and ballroom cleared,
the groom craved Chinese.
High heels snapped in cobblestones,
suit pants split their seams.

We found the bride in the park
riding bareback with a general.
Her wine glass wielded like a saber,
the train of her gown in the other hand
wiping her blood-red mouth.
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Morning Begins

Down our hilly street
slicked with an inch of new snow
the drop-top roadster
we flag with arms raised
to slow for the sake of our children

careens out of control
and into the siding
our landlord repainted
to hide the black mold.

In a housedress blooming with petunias
Rosa picks up glass by hand,
a pot of red sauce
simmering on her stove.
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The Book of Love

  My fiancée asks, “Why do you love me?”
  I have only recently adjusted to her dressing room queries—
“Do these jeans pull in the butt?”—which remind me of shopping 
with my mother as a kid, how loudly she would ask about the room 
in my crotch.
  I turn the tables: “Why do you love me?” I am promptly hit 
with a bulleted list, and upon hearing these reasons I begin to fall 
in love with myself . . .
  For my 30th birthday she comes up with an additional thirty 
reasons, which she illustrates and binds with yarn into a pocket-
sized book.
  For her 30th, the first card I pick is a riddle: “How does a 
French cow wish you Happy Birthday?” When she opens it, an 
enormous tongue slips forth from the mouth of a Holstein.
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Kid

A party next door has reached the hour
when couples stash themselves
in basement recliners
and singles spill out back
to chuck their javelins downfield.

Asked to leave the premises
a man wants to know
who the fuck is going to make him.

I part the curtain with a finger
as if some giant hand
might grab me by my pajama collar
and rip me through the trees.

Blue light scatters in the blackness
like a laser show
at the planetarium back home,
galactic travel on a Saturday night
when unlocked houses
gushed like hydrants of trust.

I nudge my wife to witness the arrest
but she’s fast asleep.
The dog, wedged beneath the bed,
twitches and whelps in a dream.


